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ON EVALUATIONS

Won Huh

1 Jntroductioii
We will use the following notational conventions: let (X, 丁) and 

(匕 〃)be topological spaces, and denote by C(X; Y) the set of all con
tinuous mappings of (X, 丁) into (V,?]), and "a function space" will al
ways mean a topological space equipped with the compact open topol
ogy, in which the compact open topology on C(X; Y) is that having as 
subasis all subsets

(A W) = {/ e C0； F)IAA) c 矽},

where A is r-compact and W is //-open, and /(A) = {f(a)\a G A},
The purpose of this note is to study some properties of evaluations. 

This note is neither intended to present substantial new restdts nor 
provide an encyclopaedic survey, but rather to give certain aspect to 
the subject for the clioice of personal taste and preference.

2. Definition of evaluation and its basic properties
Let (X, 丁) and (Y, /;) be topological spaces. The 호napping

u:C(X;Y)xX—느 Y

defined by v(/, z) = /(x) for each / € C(X;Y) and each x E X is 
called the evaluation of

DEFINITION. By an associate of a mapping a:Z x X ——> K, we 
mean a mapping (3:Z ——» Yx = (/|/ : X ——> Y} such that for each 
z C Z and each x E X, (/3(z))(w) = a(2, x).
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THEOREM 1. Let (X,丁)and (Kw) be topological spaces. Then an 
evaluation v : C(X;Y) x X ——> Y is continuous if and only if for 
each topological space (Z, <), the continuity of the associate P：Z ——> 
C(X; Y) of a: Z x X ——> Y implies that of a.

Proof. : "Only if” part: Let lx : X ——> X be the identity homeo
morphism; then since each mapping in the sequence 0 x lx ： Z x X ——> 
C(X; Y) x X and v : C(X; Y) x X ——> Y is continuous, the combined 
mapping v o x lx) : Z x X —> Y is continuous. Since for each 
z C Z and each x C X、

U。(8 x lx)(z, X)= (/?(z))(s) = a(z, X),

we have v o (y3 x lx) = a, and hence a is continuous. "If” part: 
Let Z = C(X;Y) and let /3 = lc(x,Y)：C(X;Y) —> C(X;Y) be the 
identity homeomorphism; then since for each f E C(X;Y) and each 
点X,

(lc(X,Y)(jf))(£)= ")=

the condition that the continuity of the associate lc(x；y)v assures 
the continuity of v.

A sufficient condition for the evaluation of C*(X; Y) to be continuous 
is in the following

COROLLARY. Let (X; r) be a locally compact HausdorfFspace, then 
the evaluation of C(X; Y) is continuous.

Proof. Let (Z, () be any space and let a : Z ——> C(X;Y), the 
associate of a : Z x X ——> Y, be continuous; we are going to show that 
a is continuous. To this end, let IF be an 7?-open set containing a(2,z), 
then for each r-compact neighbourhood A of x E X,&(z) E (A, W)^ 
and since a is continuous, we can find a〈-open set H containing z € Z 
such that &(H) C (A, W\ so that a(H x A) C PK, showing 나lat a is 
continuous; By Theorem 1, the evaluation of C(X; Y) is continuous.
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